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In this series of lectures I have brought out, in my discussion of learning systems, 

three casualties of the loss of the stable state: the notion of the stable, specifically 

defined organisation; the notion of the centre-periphery model; and the idea of the 

rational, experimental model for knowing in public situations. Keeping in mind the 

idea of an institutional or organisational map, we see that organisations and 

institutions have grown up in response to the problems that people in a given society 

have felt were worth solving: for example, the provision of cheap power in the - 

Tennessee Valley as the solution to problems of agricultural productivity; the solution 

to the problem of providing services for the blind and so on. The evolution of 

organisations in society, the change of the organisational map, is a designed process 

which depends upon the continual exercise of rigorous selectivity. And in the 

designed process as it has been current in our own society, the foreground elements, 

particularly during the last thirty to fifty years, have been highly specific—the lumber 

industry or the textile company or the blindness agency. And in the background has 

been the system for providing shelter or the system for providing services to those 

who are disabled. The broad functional notion has been a background notion: the 

foreground notion has been a highly specific notion.  

 

The map of organisations or agencies that make up the society is, as it were, a sort of 

clear overlay against a page underneath it which represents the reality of the society. 

And the overlay is always out of phase in relation to what’s underneath: at any given 

time there’s always a mismatch between the organisational map and the reality of 

problems that people think are worth solving. There’s always, therefore, an 

Agriculture Department with 70,000 agents in the field looking for something to do 

and, conversely, there’s always a problem of the cities for which one is trying to 

invent an organisation capable of responding to it. What has occurred as a result of 

what I’ve been characterising as the loss of the stable state is that that state of 

mismatch has become endemic, the normal state of affairs. Our organisational map is 

perpetually mismatched to the problems that we think are worth solving.  

 

The way in which we diagnose the mismatch is a function of the state of our society at 

the time that the diagnosis takes place. I’d like to introduce here the notion of a kind 

of ladder of generality or of aggregation. We can describe organisations relating to 

health in terms of hospitals in the city of Boston, the urban health system, the national 

health system, and the concept becomes more general, more comprehensive, at each 

step. In the past we have tended to perceive mismatches between our institutions and 

our problems at rather highly specific levels and we’re now finding the need to 

perceive them at rather general levels. I’m reminded of the story of the architect who 

is asked to design a door knob. He tells the client he can’t do that, because one can’t 

design a door knob without thinking about what a door ought to be. And, of course, 

one can’t design the door without thinking about the performance characteristics of 
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the house, which involves you in thinking about the nature of man. There is in the 

heuristics of personal problem-solving a major advantage to be gained from raising 

the level of generality at which you deal. If you shift your sights from door knobs to 

thinking about how a door might be opened and closed, you open up the possibility of 

the electric eye.  

 

Similarly, with social problem-solving, as we raise the level of generality or 

aggregation at which we define organisations or institutions, we increase the degrees 

of freedom available to us for the solution of the social problems. So in a sense the 

movement towards functional systems, such as the systems for providing shelter or 

for keeping people fed, is a movement towards the provision of greater degrees of 

freedom for working out our problems. In the example of keeping clothes clean we 

saw that our industrial systems, even though no one controls them, even though no 

one plans for them, frequently do behave through a kind of chain reaction in such a 

way as to transform themselves. But those transformations are slow, they’re unguided, 

and although they produce change, they don’t necessarily produce change that anyone 

wants.  

 

What are the means by which it’s possible to take direct control or to address oneself 

directly to the design of broad new functional systems? It seems to me that there are 

basically two sorts of strategy. One is the strategy of the business-systems firm which 

is to seek to gain control of all of the elements whose interaction is required in order 

to perform a major social function. The other is to knot together the still autonomous 

elements of the functional system in networks which permit concerted action, 

although there is no individual or agency who is responsible for or controls all those 

elements. Each of these strategies has its place and each is appropriate to different 

levels of problems. But the situation in which we don’t control the elements turns out, 

I think, to be the predominant situation of our time. There’s basically no social 

problem such that one can identify and control within a single system all the elements 

required in order to attack that system. The result is that one is thrown back on the 

knitting together of elements in networks which are not controlled and where the 

network functions and the network roles become critical.  

 

Whichever strategy you take, the strategy of the business-systems firm or what I 

earlier called the youth movement, the inner life of the functional system, if it 

operates as a learning system, has certain specific features. The functional system is 

not a way of stopping change: it’s a way of permitting it within a broad framework 

that retains its identity through change. That means that the inside of the system is a 

temporary system which is fluid and able to shift. Change becomes the foreground 

condition rather than the background condition. A high priority is placed upon the 

ability to do fast footwork and to achieve change with short turn-around times. It 

becomes critical that the organisation carry out its function of providing security for 

its members but its ability to do that must shift its level of aggregation upwards. That 

is to say, functional systems must be able to provide security for their members at the 

level of functional systems and not at the level of specific organisations within them.  

 

In eras of stability, the roles that come into prominence, the foreground roles in the 

society, are the stable roles at the centre of organisations. In eras of change and 

instability, the roles that come into prominence are the change roles, the role of 

entrepreneur, invader, prophet, artist, visionary. In our time, I would argue, the roles 
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that become critical are the network roles, the roles that enable us to knit together the 

pieces of a fragmented society, to tackle problems that are otherwise not tacklable. 

The notion of the network role can be illustrated by the case of the tolkach in the early 

years of Soviet Russia. The tolkach was a sort of criminal, but he made the state plans 

work. When factory A had too many nuts and not enough bolts and factory B had too 

many bolts and not enough nuts, the tolkach was the man who violated rules and 

protocol in order to shift the nuts from factory A to factory B and the bolts from 

factory B to factory A: he greased the skids and made the operation function. The 

concept of brokerage takes on a new meaning in a society that must put the pieces of 

organisation together in new ways. And brokerage may lend itself to a variety of 

different forms. In the early years of the Sixties in the United States there was a 28-

year-old Negro girl named Marian Wright who had made herself the sole person in 

the Mississippi Delta who was trusted by, and therefore able to talk to, the many 

fragmented black groups in the Delta, the white power structure in the Delta, the 

Federal Government and the Ford Foundation. Therefore she became the central 

person in any effort in the Delta that pooled together systems and components to work 

on human problems: nothing could happen without Marian Wright and whatever did 

happen that was effected happened because of Marian Wright. Her special form of 

brokerage consisted in a process of network-building and network management 

which, it seems to me, is the central social function in our time with respect to 

problems of the reform and redesign of institutions.  

 

The primacy of functional systems and the movement of functional systems up a 

ladder of generality raise a series of difficult questions. Where will it end? How high 

up the ladder of functional aggregation are we expected to go? Will we move to the 

point where the society as a whole becomes the functional system around which we 

define organisation?  

 

We have here a series of options which are quite central to society and will become 

the subject of future social conflict. Will we, in the future, design functional systems 

around broad vertical lines related to concepts like housing or health? Will we design 

them around highly decentralised lines with names like community, sub-region, and 

neighbourhood? Or will we find ways to do both? In the United States at the present 

time we seem to be designing an age society and a youth society: will we continue 

that way? The names of the units around which we’re building our fundamental 

organisations are changing systematically upwards in the level of aggregation, but 

there are many options as between the directions in which we might move, and the 

choice of those options is not at present a settled matter.  

 

Authoritarianism  

I said earlier that the second casualty of the loss of the stable state was the centre- 

periphery model for diffusion, which has been the dominant model in our society for 

the growth and diffusion of organisations which are defined in highly specific ways. 

The centre-periphery model depends for its operation upon the simplicity of the 

message that’s diffused and the uniformity of its diffusion throughout the system. 

Where the mis-matches between the organisations and the problems become the 

normal state of affairs, they undermine the validity of the simple message at the 

centre. And the centre may then try to make its message come true, thereby preserving 

its basic structure and mode of operation. There are currently in our society many 

different critics of cultural homogenisation and dehumanisation. Herbert Marcuse and 
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Paul Goodman have vigorously denounced cultural homogeneity, but they differ as to 

their diagnosis of the problem. My students also denounce cultural homogeneity and 

tend to vary in their views but with a considerable emphasis upon the notion of 

conspiracy and evil men at the centre. However, if the problem is in major part an 

informational one—that the centre-periphery system simply cannot make itself 

adequate to a changing set of peripheral problems—then it doesn’t matter whether 

Richard Nixon or Fidel Castro is at the helm: the government will tend to behave in 

ways that make its simple message true at the periphery for all instances. And that is a 

kind of euphemism for authoritarianism or, in the language of my students, fascism.  

 

The tendency of governments to make their message true corresponds to a similar 

tendency in industry: one can look at advertising as a device through which industry 

seeks to impose on diverse and changing consumers a model of the consumer that 

mass production is capable of responding to. But it’s not necessary to attribute venal 

motives either to the person who governs or to the industrial manager: all that’s 

required is that we attribute to each a priority on keeping his simple centre- periphery 

system functioning and thus make credible his efforts to make the world that he deals 

with conform to that system.  

 

The loss of the stable state exacerbates the problems of the centre-periphery 

institutions both in government and in business, makes them frenetic in their efforts to 

produce a uniform environment with which they can deal, and frequently produces the 

kind of radical reaction on the part of opponents which looks toward radical 

decentralisation as a response. In the United States, for example, we have black 

separatists who wish to form states totally disengaged from the United States as a 

whole. We have Republicans who would like to give local government virtual 

autonomy in relation to central government. We have young radicals who would like 

to create community organisations which are separate economic, political and social 

units, and we have young people who would like to go off into the woods and form 

communes. All these efforts towards decentralisation are reactions against the 

repressive and dehumanising character of central government and of the central 

institutions. But this response is not an adequate one: the same technological changes 

that produced the loss of the stable state connect every piece of society to every other 

and no separate enclaves can survive. If decentralisation is a response, it must be a 

connected decentralisation.  

 

The loss of the stable state has thus been a threat both to organisations defined in 

highly specific ways, in all domains of our society, and to the centre-periphery mode 

of operation. The responses to this in terms of learning systems have been, in 

industry, the constellation firm—the firm like Triple M—which has found a way of 

managing diversity of message at the centre, but keeps the centre-periphery system 

intact; or, more radically, the emergence of the business-systems firm, on the one 

hand, and network-based social movements like the student movement, on the other; 

and the beginnings of an effort on the government’s part to function as a manager of 

networks, a facilitator and connector of what’s happening in the regions rather than an 

imposer of central policy upon the regions. The negative consequences of frenetic 

efforts to preserve specific organisations and centre-periphery styles of operation can 

be combated only by the development and design of forms of learning systems which 

represent alternatives to the centre- periphery mould. Within those learning systems 

there is a high priority on the design, development and management of networks and 
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on personal roles which are quite different in character from those which have had 

prominence in our society over the last thirty to fifty years.  

 

Existential Knowing  

There is a third element here which I described earlier as the rational and 

experimental model of knowing and which is currently a major idea in good currency 

with those in government in the United States who are concerned with problems of 

social change. The model has three critical features to it. It requires that we be able to 

establish what’s happening in the situation that requires public action; it requires that 

we are able to diagnose problems and devise experiments to solve them; it requires 

that we be able to extend the results of experiment to the next situation and beyond 

that to large-scale programmes. The difficulty with the rational and experimental 

model of public learning is that the loss of the stable state has made it ineffective.  

 

First, the problem of knowing what’s happening. There are currently three separate 

estimates of the number of blind persons in the United States. One is 290,000, one is 

1.3 million and one is 480,000. The cost of the census capable of resolving the 

question is prohibitive. We’re concerned about social problems in New York City that 

are the consequence of migrations of blacks and Puerto Ricans. The cost of 

discovering what that migration pattern was in the decade between 1960 and 1970 is 

prohibitive, and the migration is probably proceeding at such a rate that the pattern 

will have significantly changed within the duration of any study intended to ascertain 

precisely how it’s working. My own experience in working on problems of social 

change is that it is not possible to obtain even remotely precise data about what is 

happening as a basis for working on those problems: one must work on them in the 

absence of the data.  

 

With respect to the issue of diagnosis of problems, every public system contains a 

multiplicity of actors and agents, each with his own interests, his own organisational 

identity, his own point of view. Therefore each of them will perceive the action and 

the critical events differently. It’s common to ask a consultant or some other outsider 

to move into such a situation and resolve it through his perspective, but there’ a kind 

of hubris about that: there’s no reason why the outsider’s perspective should be 

valued above the perspective of those on the inside. Tolstoy expresses the matter quite 

precisely in War and Peace: ‘A commander-in-chief, especially in a difficult moment, 

has always before him not one proposal but dozens simultaneously, and all of these 

proposals contradict one another. A commander-in-chief’s business, it would seem, is 

simply to choose one of these projects, but even that he cannot do. Events and time do 

not wait.’ Tolstoy is describing the real uncertainty confronting an implementer of 

public policy. The situation is inherently ambiguous and that ambiguity expresses 

itself in the presence of fundamentally different perspectives held by different actors 

within the situation.  

 

Consider the problem of the design of experiment. Social experiment requires the 

application of Mill’s method of difference: you must hold some variables constant 

while others are being moved. But with social problems it is never possible to make 

moves which have only the consequences you intend for them. Variables are not 

really dissociable and it’s almost never possible to find a control situation which is 

just like the experimental one in every respect except the one critical one. If you then 

consider the problem of extending the results of an experiment to the next instance, 
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you have to face the issue: what have we learned from what we’ve done? In other 

words, we wish to achieve successes through public policy and then we wish to 

generalise the success, but what have we learnt?  

 

If we look, for example, at the success of the Opportunities Industrial Council in 

Philadelphia, which is run by a man named Leon Sullivan and then wish to extend 

that success, the first problem to be confronted is: why did it work? But judgments 

about why it worked are inferential judgments which we cannot know with certainty, 

even with probability, unless control situations can be developed. The OIC was a 

great success in Philadelphia: when the Labour Department extended it to 50 States it 

was a disaster. They wished to separate it from the personality of Leon Sullivan: it 

was not at all separable from the personality of Leon Sullivan. When we seek to 

extend the results of one experiment to a large- scale enterprise, we come up against 

the problem that the effects of scale are frequently qualitative, not quantitative. If we 

move from the housing programme of 100 units to one of 1,000 units, what we make 

possible by way of innovation is not to be measured by numbers alone: for instance, 

we’ve made it possible to establish an onsite factory. It frequently turns out that what 

you learn at small scale is radically untrue at large scale and that what you learn at 

large scale is not true at small scale.  

 

For all these reasons the central assumptions underlying the experimental model of 

knowing in public systems do not hold. There are some destructive responses to this. 

One is what I would call resolution through power play: that is to say, if one cannot 

know, one can settle the matter through an exercise of power. If you look at the 

operation of many problem-solving teams, what you see happening is that the team 

begins to wrestle with the problem discovers its increasing complexity to the point 

where anxiety becomes intolerable, and then someone moves in to take over. A 

further kind of response is a response through ideology, which I see as an act of mind 

cutting off inquiry and providing the person with a way of dispensing with more 

information than he can handle.  

 

It seems to me, however, that there are other modes of knowing that are not strange 

and mysterious but do require taking seriously: forms of perception which do not fall 

within the experimental model. In the absence of precise data and experimental 

controls, we can form useful perspectives on what’s happening and what led to it by 

noting processes internal to what is going on—for example, in the transition to 

business-systems firms. We can, if we are present all the time, observe one thing 

growing out of another. These internal judgments are severely limited: we cannot 

assert that the observed changes would not have occurred under other conditions, but 

we can extract from the experience projective models which form useful perspectives 

on the next event, although they must always be tested in the here and now of that 

event. Similarly, we can form typologies; we can identify sets of situations, sets of 

actions, suggestions of relationships between projective models derived from 

experience. Tolstoy’s distinctions between the hedgehog and the fox, Walter 

Rostow’s Stages of Economic Growth, Eric Erikson’s Stages of Human Development 

— each of these can be regarded as a typology in the sense that I intend here. Their 

significance is not that they divide a certain reality into groups but that, in the absence 

of a coherent and encompassing theory, they provide ways of organising the case-

histories of experience and relating them to characteristics of new situations.  
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This form of knowing, which I would want to call existential knowing, depends upon 

certain conditions. It depends upon the presence over a period of time of people 

capable of drawing perspectives from one situation and applying them as projective 

models to another—hence the notion of continuity as an underrated virtue in 

situations of public learning. They require that both the projective models and the 

situations themselves be treated as open-ended in the sense that they are susceptible to 

being changed, exploded or abandoned in the face of what we find. It follows from 

this that expertise and professionalism, as we have known them—that is to say, with 

closed theories — are no longer of very great use. This imposes upon us an imperative 

to be willing to put theories together within the situation of learning itself, to invent 

theory in the context of the problem we’re trying to solve. It requires that we be 

willing to regard every theory, every perspective that we develop, as a perspective 

that can shift at the same time as we’re taking it as a basis for action. It requires that 

we be willing to deal with the fact that people tend to see problems in different ways. 

It requires that we be willing to use ourselves as informational instruments, to be 

attentive to our own feelings as sources of data, as good as and in many instances 

better than any source of data presented to us by the situation that we’re in. It requires 

that we be willing to work on problems in the absence of clear ideas for the solution 

of the problems and see those notions for a solution grow inductively out of the 

efforts that we’re making to cope. These conditions seem to me to be the beginning of 

what I would call an ethic for knowing. They are requirements on the individual 

which emerge directly from the effects on the individual of the loss of the stable state.  

 

 


